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I n a move to strengthen its law enforcement dynamics at sea and to

familiarize the Coast Guard personnel with patrol ship weaponry

maneuvers, on July 15 the administration staged a "Patrol ship 20mm

machine gun" shooting test evaluation off the coast of Keelung. Total 15

patrol ships equipped with the 20mm machine gun weaponry were

summoned by the Northern Sector Flotilla and rounded up off the coast

of Keelung. The Administration Minister Syu, Huei-you  presided the

exercise.

Encircled by sea and located at a central position of the West

Pacific's first island chain, Taiwan commands a strategic importance in

geography.  After the United Nations Convention on the law of sea

taking effect, seafront countries worldwide are rushing to secure their

sea territorial claims in order to explore the marine resources.  Recently

the media have repeatedly cover Taiwan's adjacent sea territorial

disputes. For instance, on Feb. 2005 Japan proclaimed that it was taking

over the privately managed lighthouse at the Senaku Island's sea

territories. The Sino-Japanese fishng ground conflict also

triggered the Taiwanese fishermen's revolt. Fur-

thermore the Mainland-based SS Tan Bao

and SS Fen Dou #4 vessels' have ex-
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Enforcing maritime law to show our
determination for fishery protection

Administration Minister Syu, Huei-you
sailed tests his skills aboard SS Ho Hsing
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plored oil in Taiwan's Pratas Island sea territories. All these disputes

concern national sovereignty and energy exploration.  In addition, the

rampant terrorist activities worldwide, coupled with the rampant pi-

racy of vessel hijackings at the nearby Malacca Strait, have severely

jeopardized navigation safety.  The Coast Guard Administration is spe-

cialized in sea territorial defense missions. At 8:00AM, July 15, rounded

up 15 patrol ship led by SS Ho Hsing equipped with the 20mm

machineguns to conduct shooting evaluation off the coast of Keelung.

This move was aimed to effective safeguard national sovereignty, to

strengthen Coast Guard personnel's weaponry combat skills, to accel-

erate its law enforcement dynamics at sea, and to familiarize the associ-

ates with the timing of adopting the "Coast Guard Agency Weaponry

Utilization Act".  Technical teaching officers of the Department of De-

fense Bureau of Artillery production center were invited to preside the

function as shooting teaching officers.  To safeguard the navigation safety

of the test site, additional patrol ships were deployed in the peripheral

waters to provide safeguard watch.

Coast Guard Administration Minister Syu, Huei-you sailed

aboard SS Ho Hsing patrol ship to preside the "Patrol ship 20mm

machinegun" shooting test evaluation., Each patrol ship equipped with

the 20mm machineguns dispatched three personnel to take the test in

order to showcase Coast Guard associates' routine fine training and

shooting skills.  Setting sail from the Keelung Port at 9:30AM to reach

the R-25 sea shooting range, the frigates conducted the shootings in

sequential order, and the test scores were exceptionally impressive.

After concluding the tests, the vessels returned to the Keelung harbor.

An award ceremony followed to recognize the patrol ships and crew

for their outstanding shooting scores. Following the ceremony, Min-

ister Syu, commented that this evaluation aimed to effectively

strengthen patrol ship crews' sea shooting skills, and to prepare the

associates for the right timing of using the weapons, also to showcase

the administration's determination to safeguard the sea territories and

to protect the fishermen's rights.

(The editor works at the 1st Coast, Kee-Long business port analytical

office.)

Administration Minister presides the awarding
ceremonies commanding the participating
associates' successful closing of the
shooting exercise




